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सार – मौसम चेताविनयों की अिनिँचतता अिधकांशत: केवल पठनीय रूप (उदाहरणत: कल अपराह्न में गजर् के साथ
तूफान आने की संभावना है ) में

दी जाती है । अत: भाषा में दी जाने वाली चेताविनयों की अिनिँचतता को संख्यात्मक

अिनिँचतता के साथ जोड़ा जाना चािहए। दो ूँन उठते हैं : क्या मानव पूवार्नुमानकतार् अिनिँचतता का आकलन कर
सकते हैं और इसे मौिखक रूप से िकतना अच्छी तरह िकया जाता है ।
बिलर्न शहर के संबंध में ूचंड मौसम की घटनाओं के होने की संभाव्यता के िवषयपरक और सांिख्यकीय
पूवार्नुमानों की जाँच की गई। बिलर्न में गजर् के साथ तूफान और पवन झोकों >14 m/s की घटना के िलए संभाव्यता के
मानव द्वारा िकए गए आकलन सांिख्यकीय पूवार्नुमान की तुलना में िवँवसनीय पाए गए और उनमें उल्लेखनीय कौशल

िदखा। इसके अितिरक्त एक ूचालनात्मक चेतावनी िरपोटर् में चेतावनी की अिनिँचतता का मौिखक वणर्न वगीर्कृत िकया
गया और उसकी वःतुिनंठ जाँच की गई। पिरणाम दशार्ते हैं िक पूवार्नुमानकतार् वाःतिवक रूप में इससे जुड़ी
अिनिँचतता के बारे में जानते है , परं तु उसे मौिखक रूप से व्यक्त करते हैं । संचार व्यवःथा में सुधार लाने के उद्दे ँय से

और ूचंड मौसम सूचना से जुड़ी भािषक अिनिँचतता से उठने वाले ॅमों को कम करने के िलए पूवार्नुमान में कम और
सुपिरभािषत मौिखक वाक्य होने चािहए जो पूवार्नुमान की अिनिँचतता बता सकें। अिनिँचतता के संख्यात्मक से
मौिखक वणर्न से शब्दों के मौिलक रूप से िभन्न ूयोग का पता चला जब गजर् के साथ तूफान और पवन झोंको
>14m/s की चेताविनयों की तुलना गजर् के साथ तूफानों के मामले में ूयोग िकए गए शब्द ÔःशॉगरÕ के साथ की गई।
इससे पता चलता है िक उपयोगकतार्ओं को संभाव्यता की सूचना की जगह जोिखम की सूचना दी जानी चािहए।
ABSTRACT. The uncertainty of weather warnings is mostly expressed only in textual form (e.g., “thunderstorms
are possible tomorrow afternoon”). Thus linguistic uncertainty might be added to the numerical uncertainty of the
warnings. Two questions arise: can human forecasters estimate the uncertainty and how well is this done in verbal terms.
Subjective and statistical forecasts of the probability of the occurrence of severe weather events for the city of
Berlin were verified. Human estimates of the probability for the occurrence of thunderstorms and wind gusts > 14 m/s in
Berlin were found to be reliable and possess significant skill in comparison to the statistical reference forecast.
Additionally, the verbal description of warning uncertainty in an operational textual warning report was classified and
objectively verified. Results indicate that forecasters actually are aware of the inherent uncertainty, yet express this by
means of a multitude of verbal terms. In order to improve the communication and reduce confusions arising from
linguistic uncertainty inherent to severe weather information, forecasts should thus contain few and well defined verbal
phrases expressing forecast uncertainty. Relating numerical to verbal descriptions of uncertainty revealed a
fundamentally different usage of wording when comparing warnings of thunderstorms and wind gusts >14 m/s, with
“stronger” wording used in case of thunderstorms. This might indicate that risk information rather than probability
information is communicated to the users of the considered warning information.
Key words – Weather warnings, Subjective probability estimates, Reliability, Linguistic uncertainty, Warning
verification.

1.

Introduction

As with all weather forecasts, weather warnings are
uncertain (Wilson and Giles, 2013). There are various

sources of the uncertainty of weather forecasts, e.g., in
physical understanding, observations, models and their
code or limited communication capacity (National
Research Council, 2006). In addition, weather warnings
(625)
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are intentionally biased, because the need to make a
binary decision to cope with a hazard leads to over
forecasting to be "on the safe side".
How is the uncertainty of the warnings experienced
by and visible to the user? There are two ways: firstly,
there is the daily experience, i.e., people who regularly
receive warnings notice that not all warnings are correct.
Weissmann et al. (2014) show that people are aware of
this uncertainty, but have a tendency to underestimate it.
Secondly, warnings are issued via various media
with an inclusion of some kind of uncertainty. In
Germany, the official weather warning system of the
German Weather Service (DWD) is organised in a three
step process, each step involving very different
designations of uncertainty. Early warning information is
given by a 7-day forecast of potential weather hazards
(“Wochenvorhersage Wettergefahren”). It includes
information about expected severe large-scale weather
events with qualitative statements about forecast
uncertainty using verbal statements only. The terms
possible (“möglich”), likely (“wahrscheinlich”) and very
likely (“sehr wahrscheinlich”) are used by default. None
of these terms are related to an explicit numerical value.
Secondly, an alert or watch (the regional warning report “Regionaler Warnlagebericht”) is issued up to 12 hr
before an expected event. These forecasts are provided at
least four times a day 48 with different reports for the
whole country and twelve regions respectively. The
regions represent the larger German states or a
combination of smaller ones. The regional warning report
contains a plethora of unspecified uncertainty terms and
will be the main focus of this study. Ultimately, warnings
are issued on county level [“(Un) Wetterwarnung”]. On
occasion, terms describing spatial or temporal constraints
(e.g., “locally”) denote some uncertainty.
At the moment, all of the above mentioned
uncertainty information is given verbally. Yet this verbal
information is a further source of uncertainty, often called
“linguistic uncertainty” (Regan et al., 2002) or “linguistic
imprecision” (Morgan and Henrion, 1990).
The linguistic uncertainty in weather warnings are
best shown by comparing numerical and verbal
descriptions of uncertainty. In a questionnaire survey with
participants from the emergency service community (fire
fighters, relief forces, policemen and civil authorities) in
Germany, Kox et al. (2014) asked participants to assign
numerical values to the verbal statements used in DWD’s
7-days forecast: “Imagine the national weather service
states the advent of an upcoming storm in your region
with the indications ‘possible’/‘likely’/‘very likely’.
Which of the following probabilities would you associate
to this forecast?” The values 0% to 100% were pre-

Fig. 1.

Numeric associations to verbal expressions of uncertainty
used in DWD's 7-days forecast stated by members of
German emergency services. Mean values: 36.5%
(possible), 57.8% (likely), 78.7% (very likely), n = 157
(Figure based on Kox et al., 2014)

defined in 10% steps for each statement. Results (Fig. 1)
show that attributions scatter widely and cover almost the
whole range of numerical probabilities. The other most
dominate feature is the overlap between the attributions.
With exception of the very low probabilities (0% to 10%),
every term overlap every other term (Kox et al., 2014).
Rogell (1972) and Sink (1995) came to similar results in
their studies with laypeople, while a study by Murphy and
Brown (1983a) showed an overlap in interpretations of
different terms of cloudiness.
Regan et
uncertainty into:

al.

(2002)



Under specificity,



Vagueness,



Ambiguity,



Context dependence.

discriminate

linguistic

The example above shows very well the different
subtypes of linguistic uncertainty: Firstly, the scattering
of the three terms shows that they all are highly under
specific and thus a subject to major variability in
interpretation. Under specificity occurs when there is an
unwanted generality and the terms do not provide the
desired degree of specificity (Regan et al., 2002).
Secondly, the terms are vague, expressed by the
overlap of the three terms. Vagueness arises because our
language, including much of the scientific vocabulary,
permits borderline cases (Regan et al., 2002). As shown,
the terms possible, likely, and very likely can mean
something totally different from one person to another.
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of the three types of forecasts verified
Regional warning report

Numerical probability estimate

Warn MOS

Type

Textual

Numerical

Numerical

Issued by

Human

Human

Machine

Issued when

10 local time

Just after regional warning report

10 local time (summer 11)

Domain

Berlin & Brandenburg as a whole

Berlin

Berlin

Temporal resolution

Words like morning, evening, in the night, …

6 hourly up to +30 hr

6 hourly

Target audience

Public

DWD Internal Test Product

DWD internal operational guidance

Verification period

06/2010-05/2014

02/2013-05/2014

02/2013-05/2014

Other examples are the descriptions of weather events:
The term “rain” is vague because some people might read
heavy showers, while others read prolonged rain. Regional
differences might also occur as “rain” might mean
something totally different to someone living in Berlin
than someone living in Cherrapunjee.
Ambiguity, uncertainty arising from the fact that a
word can have more than one meaning and it is unclear
which meaning is intended (Regan et al., 2002), is often
confused with vagueness and seen as similar by some
authors. However, as Bueno and Colyvan (2012) point out
the term vagueness should be used for borderline cases
only.
Some terms might be vague and context dependent
as well. For example the term “There is a 60% probability
of precipitation tomorrow” is hard to grasp without a
context or reference class. People might not understand
the correct interpretation that there will be rain in a
specified place and time on 60% of days like tomorrow.
They might instead misinterpret the term to mean the
percentage of time it will rain tomorrow or the percentage
of the affected area on which it will rain (Gigerenzer et
al., 2005). Such misinterpretations result from the
confusion between probability and variability. Providing
the reference class “days like tomorrow” can help
understanding (Spiegelhalter et al., 2011). But once the
context is specified, a term’s vagueness described above
might still remain.
Furthermore, uncertainty can arise on both the
senders’ and the receivers’ side. It is almost a cliché that
science uses numbers to express uncertainty, and lay
people use verbal expressions (Handmer and Proudley,
2007). But while the weather forecast is generated on the
basis of numerical prediction systems, the communication
of warnings is mostly verbal. While the example above
showed the linguistic struggles end-users of a weather

warning are facing, Erev and Cohen (1990) point to a new
challenge when switching the perspective: While most
people prefer to receive uncertainty information
numerically, they prefer to express the same information
verbally. This paradox seems even more bizarre since both
the receivers and conveyors of information know that the
information is uncertain and want the most efficient
communication.
Another challenge forecasters are facing is that the
more distinct probability levels they want to express, the
harder it is to do it with verbal terms. On the one hand, it
is hard to use verbal terms without losing precision (Erev
and Cohen, 1990). On the other hand, using verbal terms
could avoid the problem of having to reach consensus on a
particular estimate or range (Patt and Schrag, 2003).
Uncertainty in warnings could not only be expressed
in verbal terms, but also as numerical estimates. Yet are
human forecasters able to make reliable numerical
estimates of uncertainty? Here weather forecasters are the
most frequently used example for experts, who can
provide calibrated forecasts (Murphy and Winkler, 1977),
one reason being the opportunity to give regular feedback
through verification and thus to obtain calibration over
time (Griffin and Brenner, 2008). This has been shown
for frequent events, e.g., or the probability of (any)
precipitation (PoP), but little is known for rare and high
impact events. Here we tested the ability of forecasters to
reliably estimate numerically the uncertainty of gust and
thunderstorm warning information and investigated the
relationship between numerical and verbal appraisals of
uncertainty.
The following sections (i) describe the three
forecasts data sets evaluated in this study; (ii) specify the
analysis of verbal terms and the verification methodology;
(iii) describe the results; (iv) discuss the results, 120 draw
conclusions and make recommendations.
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(b)

(a)

Figs. 2(a&b).

2.

Distribution of forecasted numerical probability estimates for wind gusts > 14 m/s (a) and thunderstorms and (b) Black bars
denote human forecasts (Probabilistic Report) and machine estimates (WarnMOS) are shown in grey. Total number of
forecasts is N = 1924

Data

Three different data sets have been evaluated in this
study (Table 1). The operational regional warning report,
corresponding to the second stage within the warning
strategy of the German weather service was evaluated. It
contains a verbal description of severe weather events
likely to occur within the region of Berlin and
Brandenburg (30.000 km2, with Berlin right in the middle
of Brandenburg, which allows no differentiation of the
two areas for short range forecasts) within the upcoming
24 hours. Regional warning reports are being issued at
least 4 times a day in 6 hourly intervals with additional
reports being issued if necessary. In this study, the reports
issued at around 1000 local time were analysed with a
validity period lasting till midday of the subsequent day.
Furthermore, a new test forecast product was analysed,
which is issued by DWD's regional office in Potsdam for
the city of Berlin (900 km2). This test product is issued by
the same forecaster just after the issue of the operational
regional warning report mentioned above. It contains
numerical estimates of the probability of occurrence of
certain severe weather events including snowfall,
thunderstorms, wind gusts (with different thresholds) as
well as prolonged and heavy rainfall. Probabilities are
specified for 5 time intervals covering the following 30
hours, namely 1200-1800 UTC and 1800-2400 UTC of
the current date and 0000-0600 UTC, 0600-1200 UTC and
1200-1800 UTC of the consecutive day. For comparison,
numerical probability forecasts from a statistical forecast
system (WarnMOS, Hoffmann, 2008) initialised at
0900 UTC (1000 local time, in summer 1100) comparable

to the human forecasts were considered. Additionally,
observational data were used for verification purposes.
Hourly wind gust measurements were used, available for
three measurement stations within Berlin and 15 stations
distributed over Brandenburg. Maximum gusts were
calculated for the 6 hour periods corresponding to the
validity periods of the forecasts to identify wind gusts
exceeding the threshold of 14 m/s at least once within any
of the periods. Lightning observations from a detection
network (Betz et al., 2009) were evaluated with respect to
whether at least one lightning with an intensity above
8000 Ampere had been observed within one district in the
Berlin-Brandenburg area within the 6 hour forecast
periods.
3.

Methods

Within the regional warning reports, the verbal
descriptions of uncertainty associated with the occurrence
of thunderstorms and wind gusts > 14 m/s were classified
with respect to the validity period as well as the phrases
used to express the uncertainty. Regarding the reference
time, a set of terms exist for which an “intended time” is
defined in local time, which can be translated into the 6
hour UTC time segments. With these specifications, the
terms “In the morning” (“Am Morgen”, 0000-0600 UTC),
“forenoon” (“Vormittag”, 0600-1200 UTC), “noon”
(“Mittag”, 0600-1200 UTC), “afternoon” (“Nachmittag”,
1200-1800 UTC), “evening” (“Abend”, 1200-1800 UTC)
and “in the night” (1800-0600 UTC) are translated into the
corresponding 6 hr periods as specified in brackets (note
that 0600 UTC is 8 o'clock summer time in Germany).
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Figs. 3(a&b). Reliability diagrams for probability forecasts of wind gusts > 14m/s (a) and thunderstorms and (b) Given a forecast in a specified
probability range, with a binning width of 10%, the observed relative event frequencies are shown on the y-axis. The sharpness
diagram (inset) shows the binned distribution of forecast probabilities. Colouring is as in Fig. 2, with machine estimates in grey
and human estimates in black. Shaded area highlights the area of positive Brier score against climatology. Error bars are given
according to formula 7.67 of Wilks (2006) p327 with an error level α = 0.05

Less commonly used descriptions of the time reference,
which are not strictly defined and thus might be
interpreted individually by the forecasters were identified
like “during the day” (“Im Tagesverlauf”, 06001800 UTC), “second half of the night” (“Zweite
Nachthälfte”, 0000-0600 UTC) and “second half of the
day” (“Zweite Tageshälfte”, 0600-1800 UTC) for which
an intended reference time has been subjectively defined
which were translated into the corresponding UTC time
segments specified in brackets. It should be noted
however, that the analysis was done with the original
German wording and further uncertainty may arise due to
the translation. Verbal descriptions furthermore include
spatial restrictions (e.g., “localised” or “in northern parts”)
as well as temporal restrictions (such as “temporarily”,
“occasionally” or “frequently”) often in combination with
purely probabilistic expressions. The most frequent
probabilistic expressions identified were: “can not be
excluded”, “are possible”, “can occur”, “have to be
accounted for” and “are expected”. Also, numerous
expressions implying certainty about the occurrence of an
event were used, summarized in the following by the
expression “will occur”. Additionally, reports containing
no reference to one of the event categories were identified,
implying that an event was excluded. Disregarding the
spatial and temporal restrictions, the probabilistic terms
were identified within the textual description and linked to
the corresponding event type (thunderstorm or wind gusts)

and the corresponding validity period to produce a data set
to be objectively verified.
4.

Results
4.1. Verification of numerical probability estimates
for the Berlin area

The distribution of numerical probabilities differs
markedly comparing human to machine estimates
[Figs. 2(a&b)]. While human forecasters restrict
probabilities to multiples of 10%, with exceptions mainly
for low probabilities, machine estimates feature a
continuum of probabilities. Furthermore, for both
variables, wind gusts > 14 m/s [Fig. 2(a)] as well as
thunderstorms [Fig. 2(b)], distributions of human forecast
probabilities feature a local maximum at 50% with
considerably lower populations for 40% and 60% (known
as the “error of central tendency”, describing the affinity
for survey respondents to choose the centre of a scale). In
addition, considerable differences were found for high
probabilities. While machine estimates rarely reach high
probabilities (particularly in the case of thunderstorms),
human forecasts show much higher populations here. For
wind gusts > 14 m/s, WarnMOS forecasted probabilities
larger than (or equal to) 80% in only 0.2% of all cases,
while humans forecasted these probabilities in 3.2% of the
cases. Similarly, for thunderstorms only 0.05% of the
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predictions above or equal to 80% were made by the
machine, compared to 0.27% of human forecasts.
One key issue of probabilistic forecasting is whether
the forecasts correctly represent the uncertainties
associated with the forecasted event, which can only be
assessed by considering a (large) set of forecasts. Given a
forecast being in a specified probability range, the
reliability diagram [Figs. 3(a&b)] shows the observed
relative frequency of the forecasted event, assessed by
counting the number of events observed in these cases and
normalized with the number of forecasts (Jolliffe and
Stephenson, 2011). In the case of forecasts for wind
gusts > 14 m/s [Fig. 3(a)], observed relative frequencies
correspond well to the forecasted probabilities for both
human (black) as well as machine estimates (grey).
Compared to the human forecasts the reliability diagram
in case of the machine estimate is less monotonic, which
is due to the fact mentioned before that high probabilities
were rather rarely forecasted. e.g., in only one case a
probability between 80% and 90% has been made by
WarnMOS, a case in which no event had been observed at
any of the considered measurement stations. Thus human
probability estimates were found to be well calibrated,
with observed frequencies being slightly lower than
forecasted. This can partly be attributed to the fact that
only three observation stations were available for the city
of Berlin, while gusts above 14 m/s might have happened
somewhere else in the forecast area. In the case of
probabilistic thunderstorm forecasts by humans, good
calibration is found for forecast probabilities below 50%,
with worse calibration for machine forecasts. Since high
probabilities are rare in the case of thunderstorm
predictions, particularly in the case of machine forecasts,
the small sample sizes however do not allow for a robust
assessment of the calibration properties. In general,
psychological research suggests that humans are often
overconfident for forecasts of rare events (Griffin and
Brenner, 2008).
1
 f i  oi 2 represents
i
N
the mean squared probability deviation, with fi being the
ith out of N forecasted probabilities and oi being the
corresponding observation which is either 1 if an event
has been observed or 0 if not. The BS can be decomposed
(Murphy, 1973) into a reliability term BSrel describing the
calibration (as discussed in terms of the reliability
diagram), a resolution term BSres expressing the ability of
a forecast to discriminate between high and low event
probabilities as well as an uncertainty term BSunc, which is
only dependent on the observed occurrence rate and is
thus independent of the forecast performance. In case of
machine estimates of thunderstorm probability BSrel, BSres
and BSunc were found to be 0.0035, 0.0017 and 0.0196

The Brier Score BS 



respectively, while for human estimates both
BSrel = 0.0045 and BSres = 0.0039 are found to be higher,
implying an improvement in resolution and a (somehow
smaller) worsening in reliability. For wind gust forecasts,
BSrel, BSres and BSunc were found to be 0.0028, 0.0203 and
0.0741 respectively, while for human forecasts BSrel
decreases (improves) to 0.0015 and BSres increases
(improves) to 0.0281. Thus in both thunderstorm as well
as wind gust forecasts, the increased resolution of the
human probability forecasts leads to a reduction
(improvement) of the BS, since this was achieved without
degrading the forecast in terms of reliability. In terms of
the Brier Skill Score (BSS = 1-BS/BSref), taking the
machine estimate (WarnMOS) as a reference forecast
(BSref), a reduction in mean squared probability deviations
of 5.7% (BSS = 0.057) is found for the human
thunderstorm forecasts and 16% (BSS = 0.161) in case of
forecasts of wind gusts > 14 m/s.
4.2. Verification of verbal probability expressions
Similar to the assessment of reliability and resolution
properties in the case of numerical probability estimates,
the distribution of verbal probability expressions as well
as the conditional relative frequencies of observed
events - given a certain expression has been used in the
forecast - were evaluated [Figs. 4(a&b)]. As shown in the
upper panel of Figs. 4(a&b), most text reports do not
contain any information on thunderstorm or wind gusts,
which accounts for about 4000 six hour periods, i.e., about
85% of the sample. The probabilistic expressions
identified in the texts were found to be used differently
when comparing thunderstorm and wind gust forecasts.
Most strikingly, these differences were found for the
expression “have to be accounted for”, which has been
used in reference to wind gusts in 3.5% of the forecasts,
whereas only 0.5% of thunderstorm forecasts contained
this expression. While the terms “possible” and “can
occur” were used with similar frequencies for gusts and
thunderstorms, expressions implying rather high certainty
(subjective rating of the original German wording) like
“have to be accounted for” (“es muss mit ... gerechnet
werden”), “are expected” (“zu erwarten”) and
deterministic expressions such as “will occur” (“werden
auftreten”) were used more frequently in reference to
wind gusts.
Given a forecast containing a certain uncertainty
expression, observed event frequencies were assessed in a
further step. Since the reference area of the
forecast - different to the numeric probability forecasts for
Berlin - is rather large, covering Brandenburg and Berlin,
two different interpretations of the forecasts were taken.
On the one hand the occurrence of an event can be
realized if the corresponding threshold has been exceeded
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Forecasted event frequencies p(f) and conditional observed event frequencies p(o|f) given that a warning contained a specific
uncertainty term (a) or an uncertainty term of the groups (b) grouping the expressions into probabilistic expressions (“not
excluded”, “possible”, “can occur”), deterministic yes (“have to be accounted for”, “expected”, “will occur”) and
deterministic no (no mentioning within the report). Relative event frequencies p(o|f) are determined as threshold exceedances
anywhere within the area of investigation (shown as triangles) or alternatively on the basis of individual stations (shown as
box-plots). Period investigated was 06/2010-05/2014

at least at one of the measurement stations within the
forecast area [shown by triangles in Figs. 4(a&b)]. In a
different perspective (e.g., a single person being at one
time at one location only), each individual station can be
evaluated to assess corresponding event probabilities.
There is no definition whether only one of the two
interpretations is intended by the forecast producers.
There is also only anecdotal evidence about the
interpretation by forecast users which suggests a local
interpretation at least for thunderstorms. A mixture
between the two interpretations is also frequently
described by using terms to specify local restrictions like
"... occur locally", "widespread", "in exposed areas".
For the set of 18 stations measuring wind gusts
within Berlin and Brandenburg, the local interpretation led
to a distribution of event probabilities which are depicted
by the black Box-Whiskers in the lower panel of Fig. 4(a).
Here, boxes represent the range between the 25% and
75% quantiles and whiskers show the minimum and
maximum. Similarly for thunderstorm forecasts,
distributions of the derived event probabilities for the 19
individual districts are shown as grey Box-Whiskers. As a
result it can be found that if the forecast reads that wind
gusts > 14 m/s “will occur” they actually occurred with a
probability of about 65% anywhere in Brandenburg/
Berlin. At individual stations, an event was measured with
a 20% to 40% chance, depending on the station, with half

of the stations featuring an event in 30% to 38% of the
cases. Furthermore, observed event frequencies were
found to be only marginally different when comparing the
expressions “have to be accounted for” and “are expected”
with respect to both interpretations of the forecast.
Likewise for the expressions “can not be excluded”,
“possible” and “can occur” similar event probabilities are
derived. Interestingly, the diagnosed event probabilities
agree very well comparing thunderstorm and wind gust
predictions, with the largest deviations for forecasts at
individual stations using deterministic expressions like
“will occur”. In this case, event probabilities at individual
stations were found to be considerably lower for
thunderstorms. On average an occurrence frequency of
25% was diagnosed compared to an average of 35% in
case of wind gusts > 14m/s. However, probabilities for an
event anywhere in the forecast area were found to agree
well with a 65% chance in both cases. The agreement
found for different event types might indicate that
forecasters actually have a distinct appraisal of the
inherent uncertainty. Yet they expressed this by means of
multiple verbal expressions, revealed by a grouping of
expressions with respect to observed event frequencies
into categories of high event probabilities (“will occur”,
“are expected” and “have to be accounted for”) and lower
probabilities (“can not be excluded”, “are possible” and
“can occur”). Grouping together these expressions into
those lower probability expressions (probabilistic) and
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(b)

(a)

Figs. 5(a&b).

Distribution of used uncertainty expressions (a) and groups of expressions (b) given a certain range of numerical probability
estimate issued within the human forecasts. Top panels show the distributions in case of thunderstorm forecasts and bottom
panels for wind gust forecasts, respectively. Period investigated was 02/2013-05/2014

high probability expressions (deterministic yes), Fig. 4(b)
shows observed relative frequencies based on single
stations to be about 10% in the probabilistic group and
about 30% in the deterministic one. Considering events
anywhere within the forecast area, occurrence frequencies
were found to be close to 40% and 65% in the
probabilistic and deterministic groups.
4.3. Relation between numerical probability
estimates and usage of verbal uncertainty
expressions
The numerical probability estimates as issued in the
probabilistic report for Berlin and the verbal description of
forecast uncertainty in the warning report for Berlin and
Brandenburg are related by assessing the distribution of
expressions used, given a forecasted probability within a
specified range [Fig. 5(a), top panel for thunderstorm and
bottom panel for wind gust >14m/s]. As expected, if the
numerical probability is 0, in most cases no mention of
either thunderstorm or wind gusts was found in the textual
report. With increasing probability, the fraction of cases in
which the events were not mentioned is gradually
decreasing, while an increased use of probabilistic
expression was found. For high probability estimates
(>50%) the fraction of cases in which "will occur" was
used increased up to 71% for thunderstorm predictions,
and to 33% wind gusts >14m/s. Complementary,
numerical probability estimates have been evaluated in
dependence of the verbal phrase used (not shown). Even
though a dependency of the mean probability can be
diagnosed, results indicate broad distributions of the

numerical estimates, irrespective of the verbal phrase
used. Note that such finding does relate well to findings
presented in Fig. 1, showing a similarly broad distribution
of the users’ association of numerical probabilities to
verbal phrases. The most striking differences when
comparing the distribution of expressions used for
thunderstorms and for wind gusts, were found for
intermediate probabilities. In about 75% of cases in which
wind gusts were forecasted with a probability between
10% and 20%, they were not mentioned in the textual
report. The remaining 25% were spread amongst the
various probabilistic expressions, with few cases in which
deterministic expressions were used. This is
fundamentally different for thunderstorm forecasts, with
only 5% of the cases not being mentioned in the report
when the numerical estimate was between 10-20%. The
remaining 95% again distribute well between probabilistic
and deterministic expressions, with deterministic
expressions used in more than 10% of these cases. In
summary, a fundamentally different usage of expressions
can be diagnosed. In case of intermediate probabilities the
possibility for a thunderstorm is more often mentioned in
the textual report compared to wind gusts above 14 m/s.
Consistently, for intermediate and high probabilities,
explicit deterministic expressions were used more
frequently than for wind gusts to describe the chance for
the occurrence of thunderstorm events.
5.

Conclusions

Verification results for a new test forecast product
introduced at a regional centre of the German weather

PARDOWITZ et al. : HUMAN ESTIMATES OF WARNING UNCERTAINTY

service - numerical probability estimates for the
occurrence of severe weather events in Berlin - have been
presented. Human estimates of numerical forecast
uncertainty were largely reliable, with forecast skill
comparable to machine estimates. Furthermore it has been
found that this skill is due to an increased resolution,
implying a greater ability of the human forecaster to
discriminate between situations of low and high event
probabilities.
In addition, the usage of textual expressions of
forecast uncertainty in an operational warning report has
been objectively verified and in addition has been
compared to the human numerical probability estimates.
Firstly, we found that differing textual forecast
expressions to be rather similar in terms of the frequency
of observed events. To eliminate this overlap and
vagueness of terms in weather warnings, it would be
necessary to limit the forecaster's vocabulary to a small set
of distinct words, with the cost of limiting the amount of
information (Murphy and Brown 1983b). Secondly, a
comparison of the operational usage of textual uncertainty
terms and the human numerical probability estimates
revealed that in cases with similarly forecasted numerical
probabilities a large variety of verbal expressions were
used. This is an example of the under specificity inherent
in the warning communication. This kind of linguistic
uncertainty can be treated by specifying the relationship
between words and numbers and by sharply delineating
categories (Murphy and Brown, 1983b; Carey and
Burgman, 2008). Prominent examples of this are
provided in the Weather Service Operational Manual of
the US Public Weather Service (NOAA NWS, 1984),
where numerical estimates of the Probability of
Precipitation (PoP) are associated with distinctive verbal
terms, or the quantification of verbal confidence
descriptions in the IPCC process (Moss and Schneider,
2000). More recently the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM, 2014) has changed the way to
describe the chance of rain only with the terms "slight,
medium, high or very high" and a percentage equivalent in
parentheses.
However, since “no single representation suits all
members of an audience” (Spiegelhalter et al., 2011) and
since people prefer numerical information for its accuracy,
but prefer to use verbal statements to communicate
uncertainty information to others, it is recommended to
present both numerical and verbal uncertainty information
in a warning. It would make sure that the receiver has the
right information regardless of their requirements and
needs (Kox et al., 2014; Visschers et al., 2009). Given that
many people feel they understand the meaning of words
better than numbers (Wallsten et al., 1986) providing both
numbers and words might be helpful, especially for
forecasts of one-time events which may not have been
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witnessed before. When comparing the usage of verbal
expressions of forecast uncertainty for thunderstorm and
wind gust predictions, distinctive differences have been
identified, with a clear tendency of using “stronger” (i.e.,
with implied higher determinism) expressions in the case
of thunderstorm forecasts given the same numerical
forecast probability as in wind gust forecasts. This may
result from the fact that forecasters do not only include
purely probabilistic weather information into their
description, but also have a focus on possible
consequences of the event and thus the risk associated
with this information. Assuming higher impacts of
thunderstorm events compared to wind gusts above 14
m/s, the higher risk might be expressed by the “stronger”
wording used. Such an implicit expression of risk is not
uncommon, as the literature on risk perception shows
(Patt and Schrag, 2003; Weber and Hilton, 1990) that
people both interpret and use probabilities as information
about the potential impact of an event as well. “People are
more likely to choose more certain sounding probability
descriptors (e.g., likely instead of unlikely) to discuss
more serious consequence events” (Patt and Schrag,
2003).
An example of the explicit use of risk information in
weather warning is the UK Met Office, which issues
warnings on the basis of a risk matrix combining the
likelihood of an event with its potential impact (Neal
et al., 2014). It will be subject of further interdisciplinary
research to introduce probabilistic and risk based warning
information to the emergency services in Germany and
thus investigate their perception and usage of this
additional information.
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